Abstract. Prototype based classifiers so far can only work with hard labels on the training data. In order to allow for soft labels as input label and answer, we enhanced the original LVQ algorithm. The key idea is adapting the prototypes depending on the similarity of their fuzzy labels to the ones of training samples. In experiments, the performance of the fuzzy LVQ was compared against the original approach. Of special interest was the behaviour of the two approaches, once noise was added to the training labels, and here a clear advantage of fuzzy versus hard training labels could be shown.
Introduction
Prototype based classification is popular because an expert familiar with the data can look at the representatives found and understand why they might be typical. Current approaches require the training data to be hard labeled, that is each sample is exclusively associated with a specific class. However, there are situations where not only hard labels are available, but soft ones. This means that each object is assigned to several classes with a different degree. For such cases, several classification algorithms are available, for example fuzzy Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks [1] or fuzzy-input fuzzy-output Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [2] , but none of them allows for an easy interpretation of typical representatives. Thus, we decided to take the well-known Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ) approach and enhance it with the ability to work with soft labels, both as training data and for the prototypes. The learning rules we propose are presented in section 2.
A related approach is the Soft Nearest Prototype Classification [3] with its extension in [4] , where prototypes also are assigned fuzzy labels in the training process. However, the training data is still hard labeled. Note that also some variants of fuzzy LVQ exist, for example those of Karayiannis and Bezdek [5] or in [6] , that have a hard labeling of the prototypes, and a soft neighbourhood function, exactly the opposite of our approach in this respect.
To assess the classification power of the suggested fuzzy LVQ, we compare its performance experimentally against LVQ1, and study the impact of adding various levels of noise to the training labels.
Like the original Learning Vector Quantisation approach proposed by Kohonen [7] , we employ r prototypes, and learn the locations of those. But, our fuzzy LVQ does not work with hard labels, but soft or fuzzy ones. It is provided with a training set M
where n is the number of training samples, z their dimension, and c the number of classes. Feeding a hitherto unseen sample x new to the trained algorithm, we get a response l new estimating a soft class label, of the form described just above. As second major difference to the original LVQ network, each prototype p η ∈ R z is associated with a soft class label pl η , which will influence the degree to which the prototypes (and their labels) are adapted to the data during training.
Note that the techniques presented can be applied to various prototype based learning procedures, for example LVQ3 or OLVQ.
The basic procedure to use the algorithm for classification purposes is split into three stages: initialisation, training and answer elicitation. The initialisation part will be explained in section 3, while obtaining an answer for the new sample x new is quite simple: look for the prototype p η closest to x new (using the distance measure of your choice, we employed the Euclidean distance), and answer with its label pl η . The training of the network is the most interesting part and will be described in the following.
Adapting the Prototypes
The basic training procedure of LVQ adapts the locations of the prototypes. For each training sample, the nearest prototype p * is determined. If the label pl * of the winner p * matches the label l µ of the presented sample x µ , the prototype is shifted into the direction of the sample. When they do not match, the prototype is shifted away from the sample. This is done for multiple iterations.
Working with fuzzy labels, the similarity between two labels should no longer be measured in a binary manner. Hence, we no longer speak of a match, but of a similarity S between labels. Presenting a training sample x µ , the update rule for our fuzzy LVQ is:
Still, the prototype is shifted to or away from the sample. The direction now is determined by the similarity S of their labels: if S is higher than the preset threshold e, p * is shifted towards x µ , otherwise away from it. The learning rate θ controls the influence of each update step.
As similarity measure S between two fuzzy labels, we opted to use alternatively the simple scalar product (component wise multiplication, then summing up) and the S 1 measure introduced by Prade in 1980 [8] and made popular again by Kuncheva (for example in [9] ):
Adapting the Labels
The label of the prototypes does not have to stay fixed. In the learning process, the winners' labels pl * can be updated according to how close the training sample s µ ∈ M is. This is accomplished with the following update rule:
The scaling parameter σ 2 of the exponential function is set to the mean Euclidean distance of all prototypes to all training samples. Again, θ is the learning rate.
Experimental Setup
The purpose of our experiments was twofold: Assessing the classification power of fuzzy LVQ, and its ability to stand up to noise added to the labels of its training data, all in comparison with standard LVQ1.
As test bed, we employed a fruits data set coming from a robotic environment, consisting of 840 pictures from 7 different classes (apples, oranges, plums, lemons,... [10] ). Using results from Fay [11] , we decided to use five features: Colour Histograms in the RGB space. Orientation histograms on the edges in a greyscale version of the picture (we used both the Sobel operator and the Canny algorithm to detect edges). As weakest features, colour histograms in the black-white opponent colour space APQBW were calculated, and the mean color information in HSV space. Details on these features as well as references can be found in the dissertation mentioned just above.
The fruits data set originally only has hard labels (a banana is quite clearly a banana). As we need soft labels for our experiments, the original ones had to be fuzzified, which we accomplished using two different methods, K-Means and Keller. In the fuzzy K-Means [12] approach, we clustered the data, then assigned a label to each cluster centre according to the hard labels of the samples associated with it to varying degrees. Then, each sample was assigned a new soft label as a sum of products of its cluster memberships with the centres' labels. The fuzzifier parameter of the fuzzy K-Means algorithm, which controls the smoothness or entropy of the resulting labels, was chosen by hand so that the correspondence between hardened new labels and original ones was around 70%. The number of clusters was set to 35. In the second approach, based on work by Keller [13] , the fuzzyness of a new soft label l new can be controlled very straightforwardly, and using a mixture parameter α > 0.5 it can now be ensured that the hardened l new is the same as the original class C orig :
The fraction counts what portion of the k nearest neighbours are of class i. In our experiments, α = 0.51 and k = 5 were used. All results were obtained using 5-fold cross validation. Hardening a soft label was simply accomplished by selecting the class i in the label with the highest value l i , and our accuracy measure compares the hardened label with the original hard one.
Finding a suitable value for the threshold e in equation 2, which controls at what similarity levels winning prototypes are attracted to or driven away from samples, is not straightforward. We looked at intra-versus inter-class similarity values 1 , whose distributions of course overlap, but in our case seemed to allow a good distinction at e = 0.5.
The 35 starting prototypes for the algorithms were selected randomly from the training data. With a learning rate of θ = 0.1 we performed 20 iterations. One iteration means that all training samples were presented to the network and prototypes and labels adjusted. The experiments were run in online mode, adjusting after every single presentation of a sample.
As mentioned, we also wanted to study the impact of noise on the training labels on the classification accuracy. To be able to compare the noise level on hard and fuzzy labels, noise was simply added to the hard labels, imparting corresponding noise levels to the soft labels derived from the noised hard ones. The procedure for adding noise to the hard labels consisted simply of randomly choosing a fraction (0% to 100%, the noise level) of the training labels, and randomly flipping their individual label to a different class.
Results and Interesting Observations
The experiments on the five different features gave rather clear answers. As had to be expected, if no noise is present, the original LVQ1 approach performs best 2 . Then, depending on the feature, at a noise level between 10% and 30%, its accuracy drops rather sharply, and one of the fuzzy LVQ approaches wins (see figure  1) . Right after LVQ1 drops, the fuzzy approach with the Keller-initialisation and scalar product as similarity measure remains most stable. Adding more noise, the approach initialised with K-Means and similarity measure S 1 now becomes the clear winner with the highest classification accuracy. This means that once there is a not insignificant level of noise on the (training) labels, a fuzzy LVQ approach is to be preferred over the basic hard LVQ one. Plotting the performance (accuracy given in %) of the original LVQ1 algorithm and our fuzzy LVQ approach when adding noise (noise level given in %). The fuzzy LVQ is plotted with different fuzzy label initialisation techniques (K-Means, Keller) and distance measures on the labels (S1 and scalar product). Results given for two features, APQBW and Canny. The combination of K-Means and scalar product is omitted from this graph for clarity, as it is very similar to the one with Keller initialisation. The poor performance of the fuzzy LVQ with Keller fuzzification and S 1 similarity measure has a simple explanation: setting the Keller mixing parameter α to 0.5 and k := 5, the possible values for intra-[0.34;1] and inter-class similarities [0;0.96] overlap largely. A similar explanation, experimentally obtained this time, holds for K-Means fuzzification and the scalar product as distance measure. Initially, the same accuracy as with the S 1 measure is achieved, but this does not hold once noise is added (results not present in figure 1 for reasons of readability).
For higher noise levels, the winning approach is a fuzzy LVQ with K-Means label fuzzification, and S 1 similarity measure. This shows nicely the effect we were hoping to achieve with the process of fuzzifying the labels; the clustering of the training data, and usage of neighbouring labels for the soft labels, encodes knowledge about the label space into the labels itself. Knowledge, which can then be exploited by the fuzzy LVQ approach.
Examining how the labels of the prototypes changed from iteration to iteration (equation 4) of the fuzzy LVQ, we found that they remain rather stable after the first 10 rounds.
Looking closer at how the locations of the prototypes change (compare figure 2, and equation 2) across iterations, we could make an interesting observation. When no noise was added, the movement of the prototypes went down continuously with each iteration. But as soon as we added noise to the labels, the situation changed. The tendency of the volume of the movement was not so clear any more, for some algorithms it would even go up after some iterations before going down again. Reaching a noise level of 40 to 60 percent, the trend even reversed, and the movements got bigger with each iteration, not stabilising any more. The only exception here was the Fuzzy LVQ with K-Means initialisation and S 1 as similarity measure, which explains why it performs best of all variants on high noise levels.
The non-settling of the prototype locations also solves the question why, at a noise level of 100%, the original LVQ has an accuracy of 14%, which is exactly the random guess. It turned out that the cloud of prototypes shifts far away from the cloud of samples, in the end forming a circle around the samples. One random but fixed prototype is now the closest to all the samples, leading to the effect described.
Summary
We presented a prototype-based classification algorithm that can take soft labels as training data, and give soft answers. Being an extension of LVQ1, the prototypes are assigned soft labels, and a similarity function between those and a training sample's label controls where the prototype is shifted. Concerning the classification performance, in a noise free situation, the original approach yields the best results. This quickly changes once noise is added to the training labels, here our fuzzy approaches are the clear winners. This is due to information about the label-distribution inherently encoded in each of the soft labels.
